Across
1  Frisk a sailor to find tuna (8)
5  Spies on one American state to flush out a plant (6)
9  Ruses are deployed to restore confidence (8)
10 Annonuce reigning olympian originally lacked determination (6)
12 Trumpet sounds OTT, so needed recomposing (5)
13 The declaration that I have no faults is flawed (9)
14 Upmarket secretary to Fitzgerald’s a dish (6)
16 The President's old but he's still kind of green (7)
19 I heard he paddled to Morocco and Portugal - way to go! (4,3)
21 'Does my bum look big in this?' is oddly subtle (6)
23 Crab with an upset tummy’s relative to an infection (9)
25 Light hit the moon from the terrace (5)
26 Playful Venetian heiress picks up a racy model (6)
27 A god surrounded by prayer for abundance (8)
28 Artist has a go with the queen (6)
29 Worshippster is smeared with a mixture of red oil (8)

Down
1  A fairy has a hand in malice (6)
2  Main aorta pounding for an old girlfriend (9)
3  NY team overwhelms the south for laughs (5)
4  Wow! 28's first seen on the road in 1962 (7)
6  Lost a point driving around in Glen’s car looking for open spaces (9)
7  Case of the church harbouring an informer (5)
8  Examining a German Mark can lead to Goering (8)
11 Short work for gangster to uncover a gem (4)
15 The story about Tom's endless nighttime activity could be stretched. (9)
17 Inspector General lacking in his duties to make sacrifices (9)
18 Two street drugs make a man mad (8)
20 Gather the old devil's swapping a knight for a pawn (4)
21 An insect died because it was hung over (7)
22 Having a sexy appearance could generate boastful talk (3,3)
24 It's less common when a king's parked in the back end (5)
25 Arrangement of 27 without a little horizontal flower part (5)